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established and largely endowed by the State, in
which all the phases of University life could be experi-
enced, Catholic Ireland, the old inhabitants of the
island, though a majority of the people, and paying
equal taxes, had no counterpart.
In the first period of the revolution, Ireland's
attention was concentrated on possession of the land.
When that struggle was ended, there remained the
fight for possession of political power : and the Unionist
party, which sought to* postpone this or defeat the aim,
proposed palliatives. One of them was a suggestion,
thrown out again, of a Catholic College attached to
Trinity. But Trinity met it with furious opposition,
and had the middle nation and all its English allies
at its back. In 1906, when the Liberals came into
power, pledged not to touch Home Rule, but to do
the best they could for Ireland in the meantime,
this scheme, suggested in Mr. Wyndham's day, was
authoritatively put forward by Mr. Bryce and Sir
Antony MacDonnell. It was again rejected: and it
was by no means acceptable to all Catholics. At
last, in 1908, Mr. Birrell, who had succeeded Mr.
Bryce as Chief Secretary, brought in a Bill which
made the Irish University system conform to the
theological position of Ireland. Dublin University
remained untouched; Queen's College, Belfast, was
raised to the status of a separate University and
was endowed with a moderate competence : it became
automatically the University of Presbyterian Ireland.
For the rest of the country there was founded the
National University, with colleges at Cork, Galway,
and Dublin—and power to recognise other institu-
tions as constituent colleges. Each college became
autonomous under a governing body of its own : each
did its own teaching: but examinations for degrees
were to be held by the authority of the University's
common Senate.
So reorganised and recognised, the old colleges
rapidly increased in numbers, while what had been

